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www.JohnsCreekGA.gov 
678-512-3200 ~ (fax) 678-512-3303

11360 Lakefield Drive, Johns Creek, GA 30097 

PUBLIC ART APPLICATION 

Instructions 

A separate application must be submitted for every piece of Public Art.  A properly completed is due at 
the time of submittal. The submittal deadline is the first Wednesday of each month.  There is no 
application submission fee.   

Application Materials 

REQUIRED ITEMS CHECK √ 

Application—Provide photographs of Artist’s work 

Applicant Information 

Applicant Name: Phone: 

Address:    

Email: 

Artist Information 

Applicant Name: Phone: 

Address:    

Email: 

http://www.johnscreekga.gov/


Public Art Application Page 2 of 3 Updated: 

Title of Artist’s Work__________________________________________________________________ 

Briefly Describe Artist’s Work  
_

_

_

_ 

Dimensions of Artist’s Work (LxWxH)___________________________________________________ 

List all installation and base requirements 
_

_

_

_ 

_

_ 

Provide any additional Information (such as awards, accolades, quotes from the press, mentions, 
etc.) 

_

_

_ 

Applicant Signature: 

Date:   __ 

Artist Signature:  ______ 

Date:  _____________ 

create water-like rhythm and contrasting the structured bridge.

Bolts will meet requirements of distance between one another at a minimum 10 bolt-diameters apart, or otherwise advised by structural engineer. Lighting will be 
added as necessary to put a spotlight on the gateway marker throughout the night.

Recommendation, if any, of where the Artist’s Public Art would be placed on display within 
the City of Johns Creek 
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Row Labels Resident Non-Resident

Option 1 - Chattahoochee 99 9 19%

Option 2 - Hands 34 4 7%

Option 3 - Bridge 216 17 41%

Option 4 - Flow 50 2 9% Option 1 19%

Option 5 - Other 141 2 25% Option 2 7%

Option 3 41%

Option 4 9%

Option 5 25%

Designs for Future Markers?

Row Labels # of Responses% of Total All the same 50%

All the same design 288 50% Not sure 15%

Not sure about different designs 86 15% All different 29%

All different designs 168 29% (no reponse) 6%

(no response) 32 6%

Total 574

Question 1 Responses:

Question 2 Responses:
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Which design do you prefer?
Residents vs Non-Residents
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Should future monuments be same design?
Residents & Non-Residents



I'd like to see some color, e.g., green/ blue for the river and the colors of the city logo. The name should say Welcome to the 

City of Johns Creek." It's important to say "City of Johns Creek," because that makes clear that the area is a CITY.

NO gateway markers need erecting. Use the $ for projects that more directly affect residents (even if $ earmarked for 

tourism development). Gateway markers at State Bridge/Kimball Br ignores all the other entrances to J..C--i.e. Old Alabama 

Road.

Rest of the options did not appeal to me...something very simple like welcome to Johns Creek would be sufficient..Don’t 

have to spend tax payers money on frivolous signs.

All 4 designs are bad. Need more work.

All all ugly and a complete waste of tax dollars

All four options are not pleasing to the eye, nor do they represent the essence of Johns Creek. We don’t want or need 

gateway markers. The money could be and should be spent on something far more important!

All four seems too much of what Johns Creek is not. Duluth, Norcross are simplier and better.

All of the options are too much! Duluth or Gainesville have nice signs that are not too large and odd if you don't know the 

history. Just a sign to let you know that you are in the city of Johns Creek would be enough. And cheaper.

All of these are awful. Please re-think the designs. The gateway project is a good idea, however, the proposed designs are 

the sort of stuff that ends up going viral on the social media, not in a good way.

All these designs are truly awful. I vote none of the above..

At this time of tight budgets, spending money on these would be a travesty. 

Because I don't like any of them. I think perhaps there should be a contest or something to solicit more designs. I strongly 

dislike all of these. Each should be unique and tell simple visual story of unique or historical relevance.

Because these are unnecessary and a disgraceful waste of money.

Because they are nothing that I feel represents Johns Creek and they are a ridiculous waste of money. Why the need for 

expensive art. It’s nuts the amount of money and energy wasted on these. My neighborhood is still waiting for sidewalks!

Cause I didn't care for the other options.

cuz I don't like any

Designs too big, too busy. Something simple would be a better option. Wall at the north end of the city much better.

Cost is not provided or the need to possibly purchase land.

Didn’t like any of them.

disliked all options and believe they are totally unnecessary

Do not like any of the designs. No. 2 “Hands” is particularly hideous!

Do not like ANY of these. Everyone of them has a “ring” or “hoop” design which is very awkward!

Don’t think any of them reflect the city. 

1 looks like pine straw wreath with hands

2 can’t tell what’s in hands. Sand? 

3 bridge? 

4 looks like flame

don't feel we need gateway markers - markers to what?? We have nothing but residential and strip malls and a couple of 

parks. It is not like we are announcing the entrance to some city that has an excellent downtown area?

Don't like any of them

egad horrible choices

Responses from People Selecting "Option 5 - Other"



Fellow JC residents, these renderings are absolutely despicable. We are definitely better than this and if it takes more 

artist’s renderings then so be it. In my opinion this doesn’t need to be rushed, but thoughtful, progressive and 

representative.

First of all, I think this is a giant waste of money. Secondly, all four are hideous. I don't understand any of them. One of 

them...hands...looks like a religious piece. Spend money of developing a great downtown like Alpharetta.

How about designing something simple and sophisticated incorporating the 3-flag JC logo? 

A subtle texture (or story) can be incorporated onto each of the three panels inviting viewers to view the markers up close 

to realize full stories.

How about NONE! Complete waste of OUR money and stupid considering Johns Creek is no gateway to anything except a 

cut through for other counties - whoever's idea this is needs to lose their job

I agree e we the comments on nextdoor so far. These don’t represent our city well. I don’t see this as a good use of funds 

but if we are going to have markers, I’d like to see more options.

I am not enthusiastic about any of the designs.

I am not impressed with any of these options. I know art is very subjective, but this will be a long lasting memorable piece 

so it’s important it is done well. Why not incorporate the branding logo into the sign and focus on the lettering/wording.

I believe none of the designs represent the city well enough. I think a simpler all typographical design would work better 

than imagery based ones. The name of the city should be the prominent part not the design holding the “welcome sign”.

I did not like any of the designs.

Why a circle?

Why the river?

Johns Creek has more to offer than the river.

Plus

The designs don't “flow” and don’t make sense.

The designs are two crowded

Keep it simple please!!

one sign with only letters.

I did not like any of the options. 1 & 2 were stupid, 3 was OK, 4 was just bad

I do not believe we need any such markers

I do not like any of these designs. They are too common images. They are more sign and less public art. My preference 

would be to add the bridge from #3 to #4

I do not line any of the options. I don’t believe they reflect the desirable attributes of the Johns Creek community.

I don’t care for any of these. While quite artistic, they seem contrived as an image to represent Johns Creek.

I don’t feel it’s representative of Johns Creek represents or the impression of the city we want visitors to have. Also it’s too 

large, waste of resources from taxes paid at hotels.

I don’t like any of the designs and feel that money would be better spent elsewhere.

I don’t like any of the designs and personally feel it’s a waste of taxpayer money. 

Why do we need those gateway markers anyway?

Can’t you put Welcome to Johns Creek on the electric billboards instead?

I don’t like any of them

I don’t like any of them and do not wish to waste taxpayer money on any of them.



I don’t mean or want to be negative, but I can not even convince myself that I could deal with any of these representing 

Johns Creek. 

Not a fan.

I don’t think the city should spend money for wants items such as this gate. The tax payers money should be used wisely for 

needs item such for school, road, and saving trees. JohnsCreek is loosing its greenery in last five years.

I don’t think we heed a marker. I prefer we use the money for other projects

I don't believe this is a necessary expenditure - the funds are better used elsewhere; besides, all the designs look contrived, 

pretentious or annoying.

I don't care for any of the options. Options 1, 2 and 4 are my least favorite.

I don't feel any of the designs will stand the test of time. I am an avid supporter of the arts, however feel gateways should 

be welcoming, but not ostentatious.

I don't like any of the options listed.

I don't like any of them.

I don't like any of them. These designs don't fit the character of johns creek.

Why do we even need gateway markers, anyways?

I don't like any of them. They are all seriously grotesque and don't help the city's image.

It doesn't beautify our city and there are far better ways to market the city than by putting some blatant monuments on our 

streets. Think about it!

I don't like any of these gateway markers and none of them will accomplish anything for JC or the CVB or "heads on beds". If 

the CVB partnered with JC on a major performing arts center, the city's gateway identity might write itself. Zane Edge

I don't like any of these.

I don't like any of these. They feel like odd representations. Wish I could have picked one.

I don't think any of the designs are appropriate for a gateway marker

I don't think any of these designs are appropriate for the look and feel of our city. They don't represent us.

I like none of them. Too intuitive, not balanced, looks like an elementary school's works

I like option 4 best but water flowing upward offends natural physics. Flowing from upper left to lower right would be more 

natural and still convey growth in future.

Consider a common outer design with variations in the center for other markers.

I like the sign on Medlock Bridge...why do we need a new one?

I like the subtle gateway style of the Duluth markers.

I really didn't like any of the options

I really do not like any of the designs. Number 4 is the best but not at a cost of $60,000.00!

I support the idea of gateway markers, but I do not like any of these designs as gateway markers. I was at the gateway 

marker meetings and these designs don’t illustrate anything that was discussed at the meetings. They look ridiculous.

I think John's Creek is more artsy and fun. These seem to focus only on the river but we are so much more and can be so 

much more. It should be something we are proud of!

I think just showing a bridge and a creek is not helpful - we need to incorporate education, medicine, and commerce in the 

marker.

I think the four choices are unnecessarily complex and confusing. I don't know how anyone can look at any of them and 

glean the meaning described with each option. I would prefer a more traditional marker that could incorporate a bridge.

I think the renderings don’t Have relevance to the name of our city , Johns Creek. It is named after a creek that runs 

through. I believe less is best. A simple creek with artistic trees bordering would be great. Keep us simple and classy !



I think we need something simple and classic like an obelisk. These designs are ridiculous. But if you insist on doing 

something artsy, you should solicit design ideas from many different artists. Don't select the artist first.

I would not be proud of any of these and I also feel the money could be better used in creating a city hub that connects our 

communities. That would be much better for tourism and the community.

I would prefer to have the money sent on building a long-anticipated and badly needed City Center.

I’d prefer to see more traditional monuments like other cities rather than something so abstract and odd. The idea of public 

art is great, but not as a gateway marker since it can be so subjective.

I’m not sure this is necessary

I'm not really impressed with any of the choices. Of the four choices I like the hands the most, but I don't like it well enough 

to vote for it.

It is a waste of money. I find these things to detract from the natural beauty of Johns Creek. We moved here because we 

wanted a quiet, tree lined and uncongested community. Please do not spend our much needed tax revenue on something 

so unnecessary.

Johns Creek does not need a gateway. Ridiculous waste of money!

Never went out for competitive bid

No. Save taxpayer money and don't use any of these terrible designs. I'm not opposed to the idea of gateway markers, but 

these are just bad.

None

NONE ... what a waste of $$!

None of the 4 choices represent the city of Johns Creek well. I don't think that we are in need of gateway markers. Every 

time I go past the marker on State Bridge into Duluth I think "What an absolute waste of money for the city of Duluth!".

None of the above!

None of the Above. Just put a normal sign and save the money to go towards designs to the City Center or the park near 

City Hall

None of the above. These are hideous.

None of the designs are appealing.

None of the proposed designs appealed to me.

None of them are appealing or attractive

None of them are appropriate for johns creek

None of them are classy enough. Just garbage. We don’t need to spend the money if it’s going to be spent on something so 

hideous. Doesn’t show the beauty of our area. Should not be so dark. We also don’t need abstract.

None of them really touched me

None of these four designs are anything that I would consider "welcoming", or indicative of what Johns Creek should be 

trying to convey to people.

NONE of these options is aesthetically pleasing to me. I actually think they are UGLY! I am NOT in favor of these gateway 

markers! NO! NO! NO!

How about a plain sign that says “You are entering John’s Creek”?

None.

None. Should be traditional. Save the art for a park or something. That is not a gateway marker. Look at Duluth and 

Brookhaven.

None. These are a complete waste of taxpayer money



Not a single one represents Johns Creek and to a tourist they would have no comprehension of this proposed "art". A 

complete waste of money and time. I would have much preferred this money spent on the Greenway study as originally 

approved.

Not needed

Not only do none of these options represent John's Creek, but i believe that there is no need for gaudy markers such as 

these at all. A simple road sign more than suffices. This vanity project is a total waste of money and resources.

Please provide some other choices than those presented. Need a professionally designed gateway. Visually ambiguous 

uninspiring forgettable. Puhleez do something else.

Thay are all not fitting of Johns Creek - amateurish - embarrassing - looks like high school project. Next question should also 

add - "same Theme but slightly different design

The choices are horrendously ugly!!

The designs look rather bare. Too much of open space makes the gateway design bigger, causing space issues. Some thing 

more compact with the three colors.

The designs presented are industrial and unattractive. The only one that is recognizable as water is the one with the bridge. 

None of these designs are welcoming or classy.

The markers ghastly. Johns Creek (JC) should not abandon it's current logo.The "Welcome sign," should be simple, 

inexpensive & include the current logo. Photos of life in Johns Creek could be included, such as parks & schools which 

exemplify JC life.

The options are all hideous and if we have extra funds surely there are better ways to use them.

The options provided are not relevant to Johns Creek or aesthetically pleasing.

The presented ideas are all very, very ugly. How embarrassing.

Have an open submission for 5he design to be chosen

There has to be something better. Maybe something more simple.

These are a waste of money. They do not represent the residents of Johns Creek nor do they do what the intended purpose 

of the Hotel Motel tax dollars are intended to do. 

Why are the comments limited here to 250 characters?

These are all horrible. Thank you for providing "other" as an option - my initial fear was that you would have forced one of 

these designs on us without an out.

These are all just awful! I am glad I don't live near where this is going to be installed. They look like an eyesore, not tasteful 

works of art.

These are all terrible. I travel throughout the Southeast have seen over 100 city gateways. The worst of them is much better 

than what you have proposed. These are “art” badly executed. Why not a good looking traditional monument.? 

Embarrassing!

These are awful and not unique "art pieces". It's embarrassing. Art does not need to bludgeon the observer with the 

symbolic meaning. I realize a lot of money has been spent but there's no reason to throw more money at a bad design. Start 

over!

These are hideous and would be an embarrassment to our city. We have talented artist in this city that should have a 

chance to submit a gateway design. The one going into Duluth is classic

These are terrible!!! Totally unwelcoming.Also why can’t we use our local High School art students as a resource and have 

them engaged in the project?

These are ugly and too big

These designs are not good. The first evokes a tumbleweed or a blown tire, the second looks like a civil rights monument, 

the third looks like we're famous for our truss bridges, and the fourth looks like a towel in the wind.

These things are totally unnecessary and an offensively bad use of our tax dollars. Simple signs at the city limits on main 

roads are sufficient. JC needs to stop with the fru fru stuff.



They ALL are UGLY and too abstract. They should be simple. Welcome to Johns Creek. All the same design for a consistent 

marketing look and message.

they all look like junk

They all need some sort of explanation. If you do end up going with one of these, please just don’t choose the hands.

They are all awful and a complete waste of money!

They are all not good enough. Keep working on it.

They are all ugly. Need to go back to the drawing board.

they are horrid

They look too busy. Not sleek enough.

They’re all awful. Try another designer with more creativity!

This a waste of tax payer money

This is a frivolous project. Throwing money at this is a waste, in my opinion. We have needs in Johns Creek, this has to be 

LOW priority.

This is an unnecessary and ridiculous waste of taxpayer money. I got for NO gateway markers.

Those designs emphasize the Cherokee history of Johns Creek rather than its American history. To accomplish both why not 

a design of the trading posts along the Chattahoochee River in what was Cherokee territory or two hands shaking (ie 

community)?

want none

Waste of money, need more parks,less development

Waste of taxpayer dollars.

We don't care for any of them.

What a waste of taxpayer dollars.

We already know we’re in the city of JC when we see the big city billboards and many needless traffic circles.

Whether you provide the option for "None" or "Other" my reasoning is the same. See my prior response before the option 

selections were changed.

Why do we need these at all? 

Is this all from one artist? Can we use another artist? Is this artist from Johns Creek? Are we stuck using these gateways?

Why do we need this? Save the money.

Would prefer column or archway that represent Entry into the city. These circular patterns look more like Olympic art than 

entry markers.



I don't want any gateway markers

Most people don't want them

Why do you guys insist on cramming it down our throats?

"Bridge" is the only decent choice. Other 3 are not appealing in my opinion.

# 2 Too spiritual, looks churchy

#3 Too industrial, looks right for a factory

#4 looks like a flame, not a river. (The River is very difficult to depict on a logo as the artist probably discovered.)

#3 only possibility, others pitiful. R Bridge as symbolic icon? Located at the far end of a city that covers such a large area? 

Should be something that ALL residents AND visitors could identify with. Limit 250. Really? Don't want much f/b, do you?

28 year resident. 

#1 Will stand out. Incorporates several JC assets. Is classy.

#2 HORRIBLE. Looks like social service non-profit logo. Giant hands will be tacky.

#3 Design good but lightweight, easily missed.

#4 Olympics? Track & Field? MISS.

Address is provided in Lat/Lon. Private citizen info cannot be required to enable their vote, if they are responding to YOUR 

survey! Hopefully, our choice of Option 3 will be less expensive than other options. These markers do not merit high cost!

Again, these things are not attractive and are a waste of money.

Again, this is a very poor use of our tax dollars.

All the designs are crummy....one looks like a rolled up wheat bale, the hands one is over-used, one looks like a circle with a 

rag on it. Where's the imagination? 

 The City should be promoting both the river and trees. Those are are two assets.

All the designs offered their own unique view of Johns Creek.

Appreciate the opportunity to give opinion

Beautification and identity are laudable goals. So is NOT having every inch of space developed. Who keeps approving these 

tiny packed neighborhoods along already congested roads (Jones Bridge!)?!?!

Build a performing arts center first!

Can we spend money on something else? I feel like this is a waste of money for us. 

Why did it cost us so much money for these drawings? I don't feel like it was a good use of how you spend our money.

COMPLETE WASTE OF TAX PAYERS MONEY WHICH I AM ONE OF !

Definitely want less high density housing and a more walking and bike friendly community instead of the awful traffic that 

the housing has brought. It used to be wonderful to live in Johns Creek.

Didn't like any of the options.

Ditch the circle and go with a monolithic design. Unfortunately any design will incorporate the "ribbons" which are also 

bad... The original JC logo would have worked so much better. Very frustrated with the "brand" we're building for JC.

Do we really need this?

Don’t really like any of these designs but chose the one that was the least busy and overworked.

Don’t waste money on gateway markers! Several main “gateways” into Johns Creek involve crossing the river — it’s obvious 

there that you’re now in JC. On the north and west sides, use a flag or stone posts — something less hideous than the artist 

did.

Don't go overboard with these artistic signs at taxpayer Expense.

Additional Comments Provided



Find a project that will benefit the current resident, rather that announcing you are entering our city. Who comes up with 

this stuff?

For something this important, the look needs to be classic, clean and easily read. Too much stuff in the design just crowds 

the brain and turns it off. Too important to settle on bad design.

Funds are not available for this project and it is unnecessary. I believe our funds need to be used for necessary projects that 

will benefit the residents

Future marker at McGinnis Ferry at Bell Rd.

Get get of our corrupt scumbag human garbage mayor.

Get new artists

Glad to see the article in Johns Creek herald, otherwise I wouldn’t have know about the option to vote for this project. Love 

that we are including ART in Johns Creek. TY

Good luck!

I am between the first piece “Chattahochee” and the one I selected “hands”. Both are great, so hopefully either of those is 

chosen! Thanks!

I am not a fan of any of these designs, I did choose one based on how I wish Johns Creek - would look in the future given 

new leadership.

I am not in favor of this project and the money being spent on it at all. The first priority should be finding solutions to all the 

traffic congestion, particularly around State Bridge/Medlock Bridge area -- all funds should go toward this.

I am very grateful for all the effort that has been expended, and would like to see this type of design used in a revived public 

art program, rather than a gateway. Just one opinion, and again, thanks for your hard work.

I appreciate the artist encompassing the history of the city while expressing the uniqueness and friendliness of our city.

I cannot work the map to set my location. (!!!) I live in Johns Creek, NOT Michigan as the map shows.

I can't get it to add my location. I live in Cumming, just across the county line

I did not care for the other designs at all and really think the design I picked would belong at the river crossing not at Kimball 

Bridge and State Bridge but you left me with no other choice but to pick the least obtrusive.

I disagree with any gateway markers that depart from the existing logo. If a non logo marker is necessary, perhaps students 

at Johns Creek High schools could be asked to design logos. Their representations would likely be superior to those 

suggested.

I do not think that gateway markers will contribute in anyway towards more tourism. I have never used them as a reason to 

visit nor skip a city in my travels. The CVB can find other uses for the money which will actually promote tourism.

I don’t believe we need city markers.

I don’t love any of the renderings, and don’t want any more money allocated for someone to Propose another . Best 

solution; have a contest amongst high school art students to find a new option. It won’t cost any money and it will be from 

our youth.

I don’t particularly like any of them. They don’t have a gateway feel.

I don’t think the city should spend money for wants items such as this gate. The tax payers money should be used wisely for 

needs item such for school, road, and saving trees. JohnsCreek is loosing its greenery in last five years.

I don't love these choices nor #3 that I selected, but do appreciate the effort and very glad to see something happening with 

the Gateway project(s). Long overdue.

I don't see any tourism occurring in Johns Creek. We have no center /focal point.

I don't think it's necessary to know when you are entering Johns Creek! There is little different between Johns Creek and 

neighboring communities. A sign will not make a difference in what the city has to offer. It seems like a waste of money.

I like the bridge in option one best... without the wreath-like fussiness around it.

I LOVE the idea of having markers into the city!!!!! Should have done it years ago!

I love, love, love these designs for public art in Johns Creek. Yes please, and more of it. Thank you



I really do not like any of the 4 design offered selecting 4 as the best. If moving forward with 4,the stream should be a 

consistent size or taper from narrow to wide at bottom. A concern, these are very open and thin members backgrounds 

may detract

I really like #1 but it could be a bit less bushy/flowy.

Thanks for asking for votes! I appreciate being able to participate.

I think all the designs are terrible, but picked the least objectionable one.

I think you should have submissions from different artists to be voted on. Either this artist was given poor direction and 

limited range or needs to be unselected.

I think gateway markers are a great idea. I was hoping for something a bit more simplistic, but I can see the vision the 

designer was going for. Thank you for doing this for the community. I am a 20 year resident. Kids attended SBES, TRMS, CHS.

I think just showing a bridge and a creek is not helpful - we need to incorporate education, medicine, and commerce in the 

marker.

I think the gateway markers are an excellent idea. Keep up the good work!

I want a "Non of the above" option. That's what I'd really pick!!!!!!!!

I would like to see a golf related marker because johns creek is a premier golf community.

I would love to have clear news on the Johns Creek Walkway...It was difficult for me to figure out where it was, so I gave up.

I’m not fond of the basic round design. Are we limited to one artist? I would like to see other designs.

I’m on the boarder but eat shop and play in JC and have family who lives in Jc who also have a restaurant

If the CVB can get money from private or individual sources to fund this project, that is fine by me.

if we had some sort of dining entertainment area to announce then maybe we should have markers to show that. We have 

no such area - like alpharetta, norcross, peachtree corners, duluth, suwanee I could go on and on

If we have to choose between those 4 the bridge with symbols may be best , but it depends entirely on what those symbols 

are. Something showing shaking hands or other form of camaraderie would be better to emphasize the history of trade & 

community.

If you actually want to make a difference how about getting the post office recognize Johns Creek. It is an embarrassment 

the our City Hall’s mailing address is Duluth, GA. And I live in Johns Creek NOT Alpharetta as this questionnaire states. 

I'm in favor of one artistic gateway at the State Bridge entry point. All other entry points should have a distinctive, uniform 

design that marks the city limits. High quality and modest cost.

I'm not really impressed with any of the designs, but am voting for #3 as the others are absolutely horrible! Perhaps a 

nature theme with trees, deer, or a school theme would be better. The bridge looks archaic.

In case you're counting ranked voting, I really liked number 3 (the bridge) as well - they were very close in my opinion!

In my area, it's often the case where one side of the road is Forsyth and the other Johns Creek or one side Alpharetta and 

the other Johns Creek. The "crossing into" will never be clear with or without signs.

In the Chattahoochee design it would be good to incorporate the water in Johns Creek. Tie in both the great river and 

namesake creek.

It reeks of nepotism that you selected the artist first and is an embarrassing lack of fiduciary responsibility that you paid him 

before you even saw his ideas. This should have been put out to bid. I hope that none of these ideas ever come to be.

It would be great to add natural colors to the marker so so it’s a true symbol of reality in Johns Creek

It would be nice and it would farther beautify Johns Creek, if the neighborhood entrance signs were updated, in those 

communities where there is no HOH

It would be nice to know what materials are being considered. Will these be bronze or a different metal? If metal, assuming 

they would be 1-color (the color of the metal). 

The four designs presented could definitely use some refinement.

It’s a solid concept but the designs proposed are not worthy of Johns Creek.



It’s unnecessary spending!

Johhs Creek Can’t have a unified identity. It was cobbled together as an afterthought.

Johns Creek does not need gateway markers!

Johns Creek is lagging behind our neighbors,we our now known for our lack or restaurants,and are seen as a thoroughfare.

Keep signage neutral with no human element.

Loved all the designs ! Love John's Creek

Make them simple and unobtrusive. The 4 designs are equally bad. Most importantly not impressive, not midern.

Modify#1 with the images you plan for #3 added to it.

I would also change the JC logo to mesh better with the art.

No

No

No

No

No

Not a big fan of any of the designs. I think the city would be served by additional gateway design submissions.

Not a fan of the needless spending.

Not at this point..

Not at this time.

Not at this time.

Not at this time. Let's see more options.

Not really excited about any of the options. Could we bring in more artists?

Not really taken by any of the designs. How big are they and how much right of way do they require.

Not super wild about any of these designs to be honest

Not sure why this is necessary. It's easy to know when you've crossed in to JC. 

 As soon as you roll into the traffic jams and untimed lights it's easy to tell.

Option 3 is nice, but I like how "Johns Creek" was on the bridge in option 1. It is more prominent and easier to read.

Plain signs only!!!!

Please come up with a better design.

Please do not use people images. Or hands, etc.

Please don't spend any more money on these

Please provide the results of this survey to us. And please do not use any of the designs shown. Ugly and meaningless to 

everyone.

Please spend money also on synchronizing the traffic lights.

PLESE DO NOT PAY FOR AND INSTALL ANY OF THESE "GATEWAY" MARKERS. IT WOULD BE SO EMBBARRASSING TO OUR 

CITY.

Really none of the designs are worth the expense

See above. This is wasteful and irresponsible.

See my prior response when the "None" option was available.

Signage needs to be understood & comprehensible by visitors-& not a historical basic understanding of JC’s history & 

uniqueness. KISS is a wonderful ‘rule of thumb’ for issues like this. Otherwise it is a ‘insiders only sign.

Simple and classic design is preferable

Simplicity is important. These will be viewed primarily by people passing in cars. The concept needs to be easily grasp at a 

glance.

Something more professional and less "artsy" would be better in my opinion. The designs presented here are frivolous and 

none of them are very appealing, even in a purely artistic sense.

Thank you for allowing the residents to vote on the artwork. I do hope more improvements are made on it. I look forward 

to seeing the finished art.



Thank you for the hard work that so many have put into this. All designs are beautiful and embody what our great city 

stands for.

Thanks for keeping it classy, Johns Creek!

That particular corner is particularly busy with signage and traffic. I therefore voted for the most minimal signage. I am not 

crazy about the circle approach to the sign as it tends to suggest a tire manufacturing center. More vertical emphasis?

The “hands” one is absolutely hideous. Please do not put that up.

The best way to market the city is by keeping it beautiful. Keep the roads up, make sure that public areas are nicely 

landscaped, trash is collected, etc. Imagine the HOA reaction if you put a sign in your front yard like this. . . .

The bridge in the other artwork doesn't exist anymore

The City really doesn't need these. The money would be better spent on a town square with a music auditorium.

The design should be simple and clean. It's in a high traffic area so people aren't going to have time to linger and interpret 

the design.

The first three designs are poor and the fourth one only slightly better. Please look further for something more classic.

The flow is the only option that offers simplicity, elegance and is easily recognized by moving traffic. In addition consistency 

of gateway markers (same design) would eliminate doubt and provide certainty of JC boundaries.

The funding for this should be used instead for something useful to the residents of Johns Creek, like towards a greenway, 

not this ridiculous boondoggle

The one with the hands is horrible. Please don’t even offer that one as a choice.

These are all ugly.

These designs are not attractive and do not represent Johns Creek at all

These designs do not represent the desire of JC residents. The markers should be simple monuments, similar in vein to what 

all our neighboring cities have. If we want art pieces, then great. Put art in roundabouts. These are not gateway markers!

they are all hideous. wow. 

as to signage- with all the cities overlapping around here....you seem to pass a city sign every mile or 

two....roswell...alpharetta...peachtree corners...sandy springs....roswell...johns creek...rediculous.

Think about these signs being visible to all who travel to and fro JC...let’s not be the laughing stock of other annex’s in metro 

Atlanta, we’re better than a bale of hay, Allstate hands with water, ring of fire and a bridge. Let’s be more creative!

This is a wonderful project. Thank you for leading the charge. The gateways will add much value to defining our community.

This is an unnecessary and ridiculous waste of taxpayer money. I got for NO gateway markers.

This project is ridiculous.

This question had a very obvious missing answer: "Do you currently know when you have crossed into Johns Creek?" The 

obvious missing answer is: "Yes, because I see the signs that indicate "Welcome to Johns Creek."

This rendering makes it look really large - not sure how big it is but this seems quite big. I do think whatever you choose 

should be the logo for the city and used going forward on signage when possible.

This seems like a good project to really, in a very positive way, to see Johns Creek up as a desirable city in which to live--we 

place value of public art

This survey is biased to a predetermined outcome. You should be ashamed of yourselves thinking this provides objective 

feedback.

This would be a monumental waste of money. The area does not need anything like this to portray we are a community. 

Very short sighted.

Uniformity of message and logo is important. The city is a city on the river and named for a creek.

Very creative options. Thank you. Option 1 looks a little like a shredded flat tire. I would consider choosing that one if I could 

see a colored rendition. The hand is too common and the river flowing up seems awkward.

We don’t need markers.



We invested a large sum of funds into the city logo change several years ago. The logo needs to be a prominent part of any 

signage and the vibrant colors of the banners needs to stand out.

We know we are in jc because of all the ugly strip malls senior centers vape stores

We need people on the CVB Board who want to promote business within Johns Creek. Not promote artwork. There is a big 

difference. Unfortunately few on this Council will point this out.

We really don’t need markers to the entrance of our city. It would be so much better to spend that money on park land and 

other improvements that really benefit the citizens of Johns Creek.

We should have a marker of some sort at major roads at boarders of the City. We should also have unique streetlights on 

major roads that unite the community.

We should have something that differentiates is from neighboring cities when crossing into Johns Creek. Something bigger 

than a street sign.

We very much need the gateway at all entry points.

We've lived in Johns Creek for 24 years, have owned two houses here and now rent a condo. I love the hands image, but 

not the farm tools. I'd rather see items reflecting the present and future, not a past most if not all residents have never 

what a ridiculous waste of money. We have no downtown, what exactly are we a Gateway to???

What is the significance/purpose of the "work in JC" question"? Please let me know. I look forward to transparently seeing 

the results of this survey.

While I voted for #3 I feel this a colossal waste of money with few if any benefits for the taxpayers of Johns Creek. I’m sure 

it makes our do nothing city Council feel like they have finally accomplished something.

Who is the designer for these logos? Is it possible to give residents more choices?

Why do we need to spend money for people to know when they are in Johns Creek with a marker vs a sign?

Why is this gateway even necessary? Stop wasting $ & worrying so much about the artwork & get our address recognized as 

Johns Creek instead of Duluth. Even the very tool on this JC website used to input our address for this survey says Duluth.

You should be using artists that reside here in the city and have multiple ideas from different artists



GATEWAY MARKER DESIGNS –  
ADDITIONAL COMMUNITY FEEDBACK AND COMMENTARY 
 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
 
Facebook: Posted 3 times on Facebook (Oct. 24, 28 & Nov. 2) 
Facebook Comments/Questions: 
 
 Voted. Thanks for publicizing this! 
 
What happens if you don’t want to vote for any of these options? 
 
Read and completed the survey. 
 
Those hands are horrifying. The other 3 are fine. 
 
How long will the voting be open? Or if I may, is there a particular time and date when it will 
end? 
 
Done 
 
 How come *None* isn't one of the "options" allowed?🤔 
 
#JenniferChapman- How come only 3 of the 7 comments are visible? Are you part of the cover-
up? Who are you trying to protect? I think you are knowingly/unknowingly violating both 
federal and state law by DELETING/HIDING critical/unfavorable comments. Let me remind 
you once again, Taxpayers(not your fellow bureaucrats) pay for this service, and your SALARY! 
 
Is it TRUE that each of these "gateway markers" cost around $64,000.00 a piece? And is it also 
true that almost $60,000.00 has already been spent on these by the bureaucrats? 
 
 
Nextdoor: Posted twice on Nextdoor (Oct. 24 & Nov. 1) 
Nextdoor Comments/Questions: 
 
Where do we find the "none of the above" option? I do not like any of the four that are shown on 
he website... 
 
Agreed. Oh goodness! 
 
The first one looks like a haystack with a big hole in it. The giant hands look creepy and the last 
one looks like bacon. No offense to bacon. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/jenniferchapman?hc_location=ufi


Go to the voting page and say that you want "other" than the designs shown. I said that we need 
to incorporate education, medicine, and commerce into the design. 
 
I disagree. This project is unnecessary and a waste of money. 
 
How many of us live on the river? There are approximately 100 single family homes on the river 
in Johns Creek(I counted of course). Also we have a handful of town homes. There also seems to 
be only two businesses on the river in Johns Creek. Both are golf courses. There are only two 
ramps within Johns Creek that allow you access to the river and both are located off Barnwell 
Road. Why did they conclude that the River is something that defines and represents us? Your 
guess is as good as any. Odds are that for the majority of residents in Johns Creek, you've been to 
Disneyworld more times than you have placed a foot in the river from a Johns Creek location. 
how about none. the current markers are more than sufficient. This $ can be used for far more 
useful improvements. 
 
Yes, Art is subjective but these designs are horrendous. What look are we going for...Return to 
the Industrial Age? 60,000 spent so far, I’m with Joel Lesser, let’s use the money for something 
more worthwhile. All the talented Artists who actually live in JC, why didn’t we engage them? 
 
Christine Corrigan $60,000 ??? good lord!! anyone know who’s in charge of this nightmare? 
 
None! This is a complete waste of money. 
 
I hope they plan on publishing the results of the survey. 
 
Joel Lesser, The Johns Creek Convention and Visitors Bureau In “collaboration with the City of 
Johns Creek.” These funds were collected from the hotel taxes. Still a waste of money. 
 
They could post photos of the gateway markers on the billboards that are conveniently located 
throughout Johns Creek. 
 
We should start a petition at change.org. seriously. 60k? fubar 
 
@joel...contact the head of the convention and visitors bureau directly. Lynda Lee Smith is the 
Chairwoman. Go to their website for more info. 
 
Christine Corrigan thanku but not sure i want to talk to her cause what does she care about one 
guy? we need a petition w thousands of signatures. 
 
Be sure to fill out their survey and post your comments there. They will become part of the 
Public Record as well. Also let me know when the Change,Org petition gets started. What we 
need is individuals on the CVB Board that actually grasp what it means to stimulate economic 
activity, and I am not just talking about what the artist gets paid. 
 
Go for it! You are correct! 
 

http://change.org/


I clicked the above link, found the survey, selected NONE on the vote screen, and provided my 
opposition reasoning in the provided text windows. There are also a few simple questions to 
answer. This was so quick and easy. I urge everyone in Johns Creek to research this CVB 
“tourism product development” project and decide whether you believe any of the proposed 
designs will enhance tourism or otherwise do anything positive for Johns Creek. In light of all 
the other issues we have with parks, traffic, and project cost overruns, this turns out to be a big 
city priority. Give the city your feedback. https://www.northfulton.com/johnscreek/johns-creek-
council-signs-off-on-funding-for-gateway-markers/article_32789498-6b3b-11e9-bb17-
1bbf01d52272.html 
 
I would encourage everyone to share this survey on their social media pages and ask their friends 
in Johns Creek to make their opinion known to the CVB. 
 
Agree with others who have said this is a total waste of money - wherever it comes from. These 
giant "markers" are gawdy and pretentious. Why can't we just be a really good city, have simple 
signs at the city limits roads and not feel the need to call attention to it with big statues to 
ourselves?? But it sounds like the project(s) have already been approved and will go forward - 
our only input being which tacky "marker" we want to erect. 
 
So I received a response from the CVB - please see below. It appears this Artist is here to 
stay...They are going to share my feedback with the Artist.... Good afternoon Christine, My name 
is Shelby Marzen, and I am the Executive Director of the Johns Creek Convention and Visitors 
Bureau. Thank you for your input on the Johns Creek Gateway Project. We value your feedback, 
and will share with the artist. Thank you, Shelby Marzen, TMP Executive Director Johns Creek 
Convention and Visitors Bureau Phone 404.370.2044 | smarzen@johnscreekcvb.com 
johnscreekcvb.com #visitjohnscreek 
 
The artist did great work previously but what they gave him for ideas was not easy. I wish more 
people were involved in the meetings. I was unaware. But still seems like a huge waste. Using 
billboards may be an option since they are already there. 
 
If those 4 are our only choices, just burn the money and don't erect any of them - they are tacky, 
and not at all appropriate. 
 
Cathy T., his work appears to be very Urban so Obviously he was not the correct choice for 
Johns Creek. We have amazing artists living here - why didn’t we open it up to them? 60,000 is a 
lot of money to squander. I wouldn’t put one thing on any of our hideous billboards. They are an 
eyesore and have cheapened our City. Last thing I would want to do is draw more attention to 
them. 
 
I think it should’ve been a competition of sorts where 4-5 designs from different artists/sculptors 
were compiled. But these designs are just not the right fit for the city. 
 
If this storage facility is approved we’ll have a place to put the useless gateway markers. 
 

https://www.northfulton.com/johnscreek/johns-creek-council-signs-off-on-funding-for-gateway-markers/article_32789498-6b3b-11e9-bb17-1bbf01d52272.html
https://www.northfulton.com/johnscreek/johns-creek-council-signs-off-on-funding-for-gateway-markers/article_32789498-6b3b-11e9-bb17-1bbf01d52272.html
https://www.northfulton.com/johnscreek/johns-creek-council-signs-off-on-funding-for-gateway-markers/article_32789498-6b3b-11e9-bb17-1bbf01d52272.html
mailto:smarzen@johnscreekcvb.com
http://johnscreekcvb.com/


The survey is now changed. The “None” option has been replaced with an “Other” option. Those 
households that voted before with the “None” option can now vote again with the “Other” 
option. This brings back recent memories of the first Johns Creek Comprehensive Plan renewal 
survey where the options were a moving target based on the city’s desired responses. 
 
Just checked - if you've voted before, it wont allow you to vote again. This whole idea, again, is 
stupid and tacky and waste of hard earned tax dollars. (But the powers that be in "affluent Johns 
Creek" are pretty good at that....) Needs to be scrapped. 
 
They could use the $60k to start a "downtown" or "town center" like Alpharetta and Duluth have. 
 
I voted again and the survey allowed me to do so from the same household address. The first 
time I selected "None", the second time after the options were changed I selected "Other". 
 
Why do we need tourism in Johns Creek. It is a living community not a tourist attraction. What a 
waste of money. Shameful.. Tricia Hughes 
Lynda Smith, Chairwoman of the CVB and the person responsible for this tragedy just made a 
contribution to Judy LeFave's campaign. Make of that what you will....... 
 
I vote for Option 3. Dorothy D. McCulloch 8780 Mt. Rushmore Johns Creek, GA 
 
I like the concept but am not sold on any of the designs. Why not have one that utilizes the logo 
of the City? Something like “Welcome to Johns Creek” in metal letters with the three flags on it. 
Keep it simple. If they are not clear at first glance when driving by, they are probably too 
complex. 
 
I vote for other. I would rather have a city center before we do the gateway. 
 
I like 3 and 2. Make sure you read the descriptions under the pictures. 
 
I don’t really care for the gateway options presented. A modest brick “sign “ with maybe the 
metal bridge/ creek included on it to represent the area would be sufficient and perhaps start on 
the main roads into Johns Creek. I think it is Sugar Hill or maybe Suwanee that has pretty and 
simple gateway signage. 
 
Can someone help me understand the concept of having to hire outsiders to come into Johns 
Creek and tell us who we are? 
  



OTHER 
 
EMAILS Comments/Questions: 
 
From:		>	
Date:	Sat,	Oct	26,	2019	at	9:51	PM	
Subject:	Re:	Thank	you	for	your	feedback!	
To:	Shelby	Marzen	<smarzen@johnscreekcvb.com>	
 
Ms.Marzen, 
 
There are a great many negative comments about the designs proposed for the Gateway Marker. It 
appears to many of us long-term Johns Creek residents that the artist was given the wrong direction by the 
CVB.  I do not know if you have access to these comments because they are on the Nextdoor Blog. 
 
Here is one of the comments, which I think the CVB should read. 
 
XXXXXX, Medlock Bridge 
 
How many of us live on the river? There are approximately 100 single family homes on the river in Johns 
Creek(I counted of course). Also we have a handful of town homes. There also seems to be only two 
businesses on the river in Johns Creek. Both are golf courses. There are only two ramps within Johns 
Creek that allow you access to the river and both are located off Barnwell Road. Why did they conclude 
that the River is something that defines and represents us? Your guess is as good as any. Odds are that for 
the majority of residents in Johns Creek, you've been to Disneyworld more times than you have placed a 
foot in the river from a Johns Creek location. 
 
My thought is that before the CVB spends its money on a Gateway Marker that will be very unpopular 
with the citizens of Johns Creek. there needs to be consideration of what elements of Johns Creek should 
be on the marker. 
 
 

From:		>	
Date:	Thursday,	October	24,	2019	at	5:45	PM	
To:	"jennifer.chapman@johnscreekga.gov"	<Jennifer.Chapman@johnscreekga.gov>	
Subject:	Gateway	

Jennifer	-		not	sure	whom	to	contact.		Current	gateway	designs	somewhat	
disappointing	imho.		The	talented	artist	seems	to	struggle	to	depict	a	river	
flowing	under	a	bridge.	Below	is	an	example	that	seems	to	succeed.		Not	
suggesting	copying.		Just	hoping	to	inspire.		

mailto:smarzen@johnscreekcvb.com
https://nextdoor.com/profile/2897165/
mailto:jennifer.chapman@johnscreekga.gov
mailto:Jennifer.Chapman@johnscreekga.gov


	

 
 
 
From:	visit@johnscreekcvb.com	<visit@johnscreekcvb.com>	
Date:	Thu,	Oct	24,	2019	at	4:07	PM	
Subject:	New	submission	from	Contact	Us	
To:	<visit@johnscreekcvb.com>	
Message 

  

Who drew up the designs for the gateway - I think none of them incorporate anything about Johns Creek 
specifically. Most cities in the Atlanta metro area have rivers, creeks, and bridges.  
 
I think we need to incorporate three features of Johns Creek: 
Education - our award winning schools; 
Medicine - Emory Johns Creek Hospital and many doctors' offices; and  
Commerce - our many places of employment and commerce. 

 

 
 
From:	visit@johnscreekcvb.com	<visit@johnscreekcvb.com>	
Date:	Thu,	Oct	24,	2019	at	1:48	PM	
Subject:	New	submission	from	Contact	Us	
To:	<visit@johnscreekcvb.com>	
Message 

  

Without disrespect to the "Artist," these are horrendous! They are not an excellent representation of our city. 
In fact, not sure they represent our City at all.  
 
What are you trying to portray and achieve? A rebirth of the Industrial Revolution? 
 
How about we do away with Gateway Markers and find a better use for the revenue?  
 
Christine Corrigan 

 

 

mailto:visit@johnscreekcvb.com
mailto:visit@johnscreekcvb.com
mailto:visit@johnscreekcvb.com
mailto:visit@johnscreekcvb.com
mailto:visit@johnscreekcvb.com
mailto:visit@johnscreekcvb.com
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	Title of Artists Work:   John's Creek - Where History Flows like the Chattahoochee  
	Dimensions of Artists Work LxWxH:        3ft depth x 9.5ft width x 9.5ft height
	Text1: The history of Johns Creek has never stopped and will never stop. From 14,000 years ago when Native Americans tended to the land, to the future generations who 
	Text2: will contribute to one of the most diverse cities in the country, the history continuously flows. This sculptural gateway utilizes the open voids between the trusses of
	Text3: Rogers Bridge as windows into history. Images spanning the bridge will represent aspects and eras of local history, including Native Americans, farming, gold mining,
	Text4: education, technology and other important pillars of the legacy of Johns Creek. Of course, the Chattahoochee will flow underneath the bridge, utilizing ornamental metal to 
	Text5: Upon final design approval, a certification from structural engineer will be acquired. Before installation, utilities will be marked at installation site.
	Text6: A 3ft-long oval concrete base will be poured 3ft from sidewalk (6ft from roadway, recessed into ground, rising 5in above ground level. The engineer will 
	Text7: advise necessary rebar bracing and thickness of concrete, though currently estimated 14in - 18in deep. Concrete will cure for 48hrs before installation. 
	Text8: The metal form depicted in design rendering will be lifted into place with a SkyJack Telehandler. Structural concrete bolts will anchor metal onto base.
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